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SAS hosts zine workshops College to replace Wi-Fi infrastructure
Club showcases simple way to share ideas ASG,

LITS

work

to

identify

internet

outages

By SAMI MIRZA
News Editor
mirza01@allegheny.edu
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Examples of Zines on a table during the workshop. Zines are short magazines that focus on a particular subject and are defined by their flexibility.
By EVELYN ZAVALA
News Editor
zavala01@allegheny.edu

The Student Art Society hosted zine
workshops on Sunday, Oct. 3 and Sunday, Oct. 10 in Doane Hall of Art to give
students the opportunity of learning
about an art medium and showcasing
their work in an upcoming exhibition.
The date of the exhibition has not been
decided yet.
Guest speakers Doug Eberhardt and
Lauren Lowery of Jet Black Press led the
workshop.
Lowery revealed that Jet Black Press
is the name under which she and her
husband create small publications. They
explained the nature of zines as lo-fi,
self-published periodicals that are made
in copies of 50 or less.
“(Lowery) had started making zines
before I did and then I jumped on the
bandwagon and started making them,”
Eberhardt said. “When I saw what
she was making, I really liked it and

I thought about what I could do with
zines. I thought it could be an interesting
outlet for me as an artist.”
According to Eberhardt, the workshop was brought to students so they
could learn about the history of zines
and how they fit in the art world as pieces that do not require a lot of resources
or face creative conflicts with publishers.
“Zines are a way for people to have
fun and explore creative expression,”
Lowery said. “They are a way to possibly build communities around a form of
expression or an idea. They are also easy,
cheap and quick to make. Zines give
people the room to express themselves
without having to go through a publisher who tends to have overhead control.”
Eberhardt brought attention to the
ways zines have been used to distribute
voices that have not been widely heard.
He explained that zines give more people the opportunity to make art that
could range from being highly interpretative to completely direct.

See ZINES page 2

From dormitories to dining halls, the
invisible threads that connect students
to professors, online research and the
globe are faltering. Davis Piazza, ’23,
lives in North Village II, and has routinely had issues with his Wi-Fi connection.
“It’s not that it’s bad when it’s working, it’s that it doesn’t work all the time,”
Piazza said.
These outages, which Piazza expects
every afternoon, can last for several
hours.
“At best it’s usually an hour, but at
worst it’s been an entire afternoon and
then into the next day,” Piazza said. “I
remember it went off at about three
(p.m.) and then we didn’t get it back
until two (p.m.) the next day.”
Piazza is not alone: some of the classes he is in have collectively missed assignments due to the outages.
“One of my professors was very
surprised when we said that we all lost
internet,” Piazza said. “For one specific
assignment — a lot of us are juniors living in NVII — (that assignment) wasn’t
done.”
Both the Allegheny Student Government and the college administration are
working on mitigating and solving the
issue.
“It does seem to be a widespread issue across campus, specifically in dorm
buildings and academic buildings,” said
ASG Director of Student Affairs Elizabeth Graham, ‘22. “I work in (the) Financial Aid (Office) and it’s dropped out
in the (454 House) a number of times.”
At the scale of Allegheny’s network,
Interim Chief Information Officer
William Anderson said that two issues
typically arise: either the network does
not have enough bandwidth to handle
all the users on the network at a given
time, or the physical infrastructure be-
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Nelly Stafford, ’25, works in Grounds for Change. Stafford is one of many
students who have experienced internet issues on campus.
hind the network starts to deteriorate to
the point where the connection starts to
drop.
“Students have been incredibly helpful when questions about service have
been reported,” Anderson said. “It’s very
important for us to know where and
when and what the device being used
was, what the application being used
was. Those things all play into how we
need to respond to questions like that.”
There are two ways for students to
notify college authorities about Wi-Fi
struggles: through a Web Help Ticket
submitted to Library and Informational
Technology Services or through a Google Form operated by ASG. Graham
said that the Google form was born of
some of the faults of the LITS system.
“Unfortunately, if you put the ticket
in through the desk, a lot of times you’re
outsourced to the actual Wi-Fi company, rather than the school, which takes
a prolonged period of time,” Graham
said. “Our hope is that by getting the
specific location, the specific time and
even what product you’re on — computer, tablet, phone — the school can

report more accurate information, and
therefore, the company can target those
areas better.”
Anderson, however, recommended
that students use the LITS process to
keep information in the same place.
“We’re happy to get information no
matter how we get it,” Anderson said.
“It’s just easier if it’s consolidated and
from the same source.”
Prior to the 2020-21 academic year,
the college updated some but not all of
the wireless infrastructure in anticipation of the bandwidth required to support widespread virtual instruction.
“Two key pieces of equipment called
‘controllers’ were upgraded, and that allowed for newer wireless access points
to be installed,” Anderson said.
“Controllers” are pieces of equipment
that manage multiple “access points”
— the blinking rectangular boxes that
dot classrooms and buildings across
campus. But they are far from the only
pieces of equipment on campus, and the
school plans to completely overhaul the
entire system in the long-term.

See WI-FI page 3

Module B set to start, interactive courses offered
By HASSAN JAVED
News Editor
javed01@allegheny.edu
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Students work on a video project in the Allegheny Laboratory for Innovation and Creativity in Doane Hall of Art. Several courses in module B will
focus on creating films and video games.

Allegheny College has been offering
half-semester courses since 1995, although the two halves of the semester
have not always been known as “module A” and “module B.” Seven courses
were offered to the student body as part
of module B and will be starting tentatively from Monday, Oct. 18.
According to Associate Provost and
Interim Registrar Jennifer Dearden,
half-semester courses are known as seven-week courses and serve several purposes.
“Some of these courses are to supplement existing program courses,”
Dearden said. “For example, there’s a
course in module A in music that is a
co-requisite for a full semester course.”
Courses offered in modules A and
B are often only designed to be seven
weeks long because of the content they
cover and the depth to which they are

taught. Dearden explained that some
courses only offer certain complementary skills that students can pick up
during full-semester courses.
Since half-semester courses offer
only two credits to students, Dearden
believes they are a great way to split
workload.
“If you’re looking for a slightly more
intense schedule, then you can take
your standard 16 credits and take seven-week courses to push them to 18 or
20,” Dearden said. “However, if you’re
looking to have more breathing room
you can schedule 12 credits and take a
half-semester class to bring that up to
14.”
Module A and B courses were also
offered in spring 2021 despite the inaugural module one being implemented
due to COVID-19 protocols and restrictions.
“We did offer a few modules A and
B courses last semester but it was a bit
more difficult to manage with module
one being in place too,” Dearden said.

Dearden emphasized that modules
A and B should not be confused with
modules one and two. She also explained how modules one and two will
interact with A and B in the spring..
“Module one will be three weeks
long and module two will be 12 weeks
long this upcoming semester,” Dearden
said. “Modules A and B will exist within
module two and will be six weeks long
each.”
Allegheny’s faculty voted last academic year in favor of implementing
the module one and two system for the
upcoming spring semester as a precautionary measure, according to Dearden.
“We had no way of knowing what the
situation would look like in the future,”
Dearden said. “It’s a way for us to be safe
as we still don’t exactly know what the
future might be.”
Dearden did confirm that, as of now,
students will be on campus for the entire spring 2022 semester, meaning that
module one will no longer be conducted
remotely.

See MODULE page 3
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Market House faces community backlash for pride flags
By SARAH ALLISON
Contributing Writer
allison01@allegheny.edu

Kettle Lake Kitchen, the restaurant which replaced the Market House Grille in downtown
Meadville, has recently faced
community backlash for its display of pride flags at the front of
the restaurant.
The Market House was constructed in 1870, and the intended purpose for the building has
remained constant throughout
time.
According to NWPAHeritage.com, “The traditional exchange of products between the
farmers and townspeople at the
Market House has remained
strikingly similar due to the efforts of the Meadville community to sustain and protect the
building and its heritage.”
“We have worked to steer
the market in terms of strategic
planning, and into the direction
we want the market house to
take,” said Chairperson for the
Market House Authority, Devon
Stout. “(This includes) bringing
in tenants and handling leases.”
Through the transition of
restaurants, the Market House
took the opportunity to reevaluate itself and pursue various renovations to ensure the building is
up to code.

ZINES

“We have been securing
grants and funding to upgrade
the system in the building, and
create opportunities to change
things around such as redesigning the interior based on those
electrical changes,” Stout said.
Recently, Kettle Lake Kitchen, which was previously located at Conneaut Lake, moved
to the Market House on Jan. 14
after announcing this on their
Facebook page the previous December. Amid this move, Kettle
Lake asked the Market House
Committee for approval to display pride flags in the back of
the Market House, where Kettle
Lake Kitchen is located.
“The Market House board
approved Kettle Lake Kitchen
to move in sometime in winter
2020-21, and we gave our approval to display the pride flags
in June of 2021,” said Jennifer
Foreman, assistant professor of
psychology at Allegheny and
member of the Market House
board.
According
to
Foreman,
though, the progressive action
has not come without backlash.
“Controversy started a
month ago, (when we received)
two letters (that) said they were
opposed to Kettle Lake displaying ‘political views,’” Foreman
said. “But we also received an

overwhelming amount, roughly
25 to 30 letters, in support (of)
the flags.”
Some Allegheny students
came together to show their support for the pride flags by emailing or sending in letters to the
Market House.
“I sent over an email to show
my support and why I believe
they have the right to fly whatever flag they want,” said Elle Carpenter, ’25.
Stout hopes that students
support the restaurant.
“(I would) encourage Allegheny Students to come down
and visit the Market House and
express (their) support at Kettle Lake,” Stout said. “We want
to make sure that the Market
House is a welcoming place for
everybody regardless of their
SAMI MIRZA/THE CAMPUS
background, whatever it may
The
“Philadelphia”
pride
flag
hangs
at
one
end
of
the
Market
House,
with
a transgender pride
be. It is always nice to get feedflag
hanging
in
the
background
back and hear from people.”
Aside from community supfor human rights be displayed, own policies.
community if they wish to do so.
port, the Market House is exbut to not allow other things
“We need to make sure we
This policy is currently unploring opportunities available
that go against human rights be are following the laws for these der review and will most likely
for their businesses to display
forms of support and equality, displayed,” Foreman said. “The displays, and even though we are be addressed at the next Market
but to not allow political agendas policy will delegate what human not an elected body, we are still House meeting on Oct. 20. Anybe displayed, such as the confed- rights identities can be displayed a government body that follows one from the community can atand limit the posting of things and enforces laws,” Stout said.
tend these meetings.
erate flags.
This policy being created will
According to Carpenter,
“We are working with a law- that are political.”
Stout also noted that they permit businesses, including those who wish to voice their
yer in town to see if we can legally, as a market board, draft a need to make sure the Market Kettle Lake Kitchen, to show opinion to Kettle Lake Kitchen
policy to allow forms of support House will be able to direct their their support for the LGBTQ can send an email to marketau-

from page 1

I find myself creating
more art on margins
and smaller places than
on larger canvases. I
guess I just have an
affinity for small things
and zines can be really
small.”
—ERIN MAGNUS

Class of 2023

“In the historic start of zines,
they were often political and
that gave artists the opportunity to say what they wanted to
say through art,” Eberhardt said.
“When you make a piece of artwork, there is usually a lot of poetry to the piece in that there is
a subtle message that the viewer
needs to interpret. What I like
about zines is that they are the
opposite, where they just tell you
exactly what you want to know
in a lot of ways.”
Ryan Martinez, ’22, explained
how zines fit into his busy lifestyle as a student and the appeal
of an art medium that can be

Jane Grabowski, ’24, grabs a donut from the Allegheny Donuts table at the National Coming Out Day event held on the
Gator Quad on Monday, Oct. 11. The club has worked with
a number of campus organizations this fall, including the
Center for Counseling and Personal Development, Students
for Environmental Action and Young Born Leaders.

Stepping
Out:
National
Coming
Out Day
in photos

easily distributed.
“I learned that zines were
quick mediums for art and I
don’t usually have a ton of time
so I thought it would be cool to
keep adding to a zine in my spare
time,” Martinez said. “In the end
I can just have a finished product
that I can mass produce in a fun
way.”
While the zine workshop attracted a lot of people with artistic backgrounds, students from
other fields were also interested
in the art form. Martinez, for
example, a student in the STEM
field so he looks for opportunities where he can have a creative

outlet.
“I’m a biology major and I
guess art allows me to focus on
getting better at something that
involves expression, which I
don’t normally have a ton of outlets for,” Martinez said. “Zines
are cool because I can have an
idea I want to express or I can
have a bunch of random ideas
and each page can be something
different.”
Silas Morrow, ’21, shared how
participating in the workshop
benefited him mentally and creatively.
“It’s been fun to work on, it’s
just like something else to do to

Darnell Tucker, director of the Inclusion, Diversity, Equity,
Access, and Social Justice Center, applies face paint to a
student. The IDEAS Center joined the All Gender Equity
Society and Allegheny Donuts in hosting the event. Tucker
was joined by Rosslin Watson, ’22, in applying body paint in
a variety of Pride flags and designs.

take my mind off all the other
things that I have to do,” Morrow
said. “It’s nice that you can just
put whatever in it and it still has
a structure. All you have to do
is figure out what to put on the
pages.”
Zines are considered to be
creatively free since an artist can
decide in what format they want
to convey a message.
“I really like the narrative element where you can tell a story with ongoing images or text,”
Eberhardt said.

President of SAS Erin Magnus, ’23, explained the aspect of
zines that facilitated her creativity.
“I find myself creating more
art on margins and smaller
places than on larger canvases,”
Magnus said. “I guess I just have
an affinity for small things and
zines can be really small.”
Magnus shared her inspiration for one of her completed
zines.
“I had a song stuck in my
head about worms so I just made
a zine about worms,” Magnus
said. “Zines really can be anything.”

Mya Furbish, ’25, (left) poses with a bisexual flag next to August McCannon, ’25, who’s draped in a non-binary flag. The
pair are standing in a door set up as a photo booth; attendees
could stand in the doorway to symbolize “coming out of
the closet” — identifying as something other than cisgender
and/or heterosexual.

By SAMI MIRZA
News Editor
mirza01@allegheny.edu

Top: Rosslin Watson, ’22 paints a bisexual flag using a dinosaur stencil on the arm of an attendee.
Top: Charisma Tesch, ’22 (left), Thomas Beblo, ’23, (center
left), Ollie Sandrey, ’22, (center right) and Rin Gonzalez,
’25, tie-dye bandannas in the colors of various pride flags.
Sandrey serves as co-president of AGES alongside Marshall
Ramos, ’24.
Left: Furbish signs a “Progress” Pride flag as face-painting
continues in the background. There are several variations to
the traditional rainbow Pride flag that have been developed,
including the six color (red, orange, yellow, green, blue, and
purple), the Philadelphia flag, which adds black and brown
to the six colors, and the “Progress” flag, inspired by the flag
of South Africa.
Bottom Left: Vice President for Institutional Advancement
Matt Stinson visits the face-painting table at the event.
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“We just had a contract
signed to replace the whole fiber-optic plant on campus,” Anderson said. “That’s something
that’s hard to do with students
in residence halls and buildings
constantly being occupied and
used. That work will probably
begin next summer.”
Beyond
the
fiber-optic
backbone, Andersen said that
proposals for replacing the entire infrastructure are still in
the works, though his team is
shooting for Cabinet and Trustee approval by the end of this
semester. However, the cost of

MODULE

Art, science and language

such a project is still up in the
air, though ASG has indicated
they are willing to help given the
importance of the issue.
“Cost-wise, we have been
told that it would be a big thing,”
Graham said. “I feel (that) I can
speak for (ASG President) Noah
(Tart, ’22), and (Vice President)
Sophie (Adams, ’22), that we do
feel as though this is a pertinent
issue, considering how much
students rely on the WiFi here.”
Anderson could not set a
dollar amount to the plan, given that much of the renovation
plan is still undecided.

from page 1

“It’s not inexpensive, I’ll tell
you that,” Anderson said. “We’re
looking at proposals that hopefully control that cost as well as
it can be controlled, and also
spread the cost over the life of
the equipment so that it’s not
one big check upfront, it’s several smaller checks over the years
in which the equipment’s useful.
It’ll have an impact, no question
about it.”
Ultimately, Graham said the
objective is to have a network
students can rely on.
“The broad goal is to get a
WiFi network that’s not shut-

ting off for students once a day,”
Graham said. “Part of my job on
ASG is to take the feedback from
the Student Life survey sent out
every year and implement that.
One of the biggest consensus as
a whole is issues with Wi-Fi.”
For Piazza that reliability
can’t come soon enough.
“I don’t mind having slow

We’re looking at proposals that hopefully control
that cost as well as it can be controlled, and also
spread the cost over the life of the equipment
so that it’s not one big check upfront, it’s
several smaller checks over the years in which
the equipment’s useful. It’ll have an impact, no
question about it.”
—WILLIAM ANDERSON

internet as long as I can con-

Interim Chief Information Officer,
Allegheny College

sistently have internet,” Piazza
said. “The inconsistency has
been a real problem for me.”

Associate Professor of Art

ed a similar facility. So over the

Given the smooth running

students have been able to make

planning to have them offered

courses are being offered to

and Director of Academic Inno-

course of a few years, we started

of the SolidWorks course, Rich

connections via collaborative

in a series though. It might be a

students as part of module B.

vation Byron Rich explained the

has since reached out to other

learning courses.

system where we have different

Some of the courses are collaborative learning courses and will
be taught by visiting instructors
from nearby businesses.
For example, ART 529 B1:

process behind designing and
offering collaborative learning
courses. He recalled the estab-

Guillaume Emiliano Loin-

into internships and jobs at

for Innovation and Creativity,

impassioned about teaching stu-

such courses are necessary for

learned to speak the language

dents how to use the software

building connections with in-

of the business and they learned

dustry experts and professionals.

the software and they made con-

which is in the Doane Hall of

thew Pegula, ’01, who works for

“When I first started Allegh-

Pittsburgh-based marketing and

eny seven years ago, I really

technology firm Deeplocal.

selfishly wanted a fabrication
facility on campus, like a really nice lab that had tons of cool
equipment for me to make my
art with,” Rich said. “The only
way that I saw that being pos-

iting instructors who are experts

sible was to start working more

in their fields and the content of

closely with professors from dif-

the courses they are teaching.

By EVELYN ZAVALA
News Editor
zavala01@allegheny.edu

“Solid Works.”
“Solid Works is a design software and can be used in design-

“I’m going to be taking a
module B course for sure,” Loin-

Module B courses reached

garnered attention from the student body, Dearden explained
that it is unlikely for them to
make their way onto a full semester class roster, but they are
paying attention to what seems

it’s cool that different and more

days of being offered and have

cars to airplanes,” Rich said.

immersive courses are being

already proved to be popular

offered and because real profes-

among students. Rich said that

sionals are teaching them it’s a

he definitely has plans to expand

within a program,” Dearden

great way to get inside knowl-

on collaborative learning cours-

said. “So for example, right now

edge and make connections.”

es in the future.

what’s being called ART 529,

the skills and time to teach the
software himself, he reached out
to local aerospace manufacturer

within

Although these classes have

ing anything from sneakers to

Rich said that, not having

registration

requisites.”

complete

popular.
“At the moment there aren’t
any plans to expand it other than

Rich also emphasized the im-

“We’re not going to run

there are plans to hopefully of-

Aquatech and hired Tom Swan-

portance of offering a wide vari-

them as four credit full-semes-

fer more of those courses in the

ferent disciplines that also want-

berg to teach the course.

ety of courses and recalled that

ter courses,” Rich said. “We are

future.”

$1,110 for e-sports.”
Binewski disclosed current
conversations being had about
non-gas fire pits and green spaces on campus.
“I was approached by some
people from the administration and buildings and grounds
and they want us to get rolling
on this,” Binewski said. “Right
now, they are looking to do one
that’s good with buildings and
grounds in the NVI courtyard,
there is enough space there legally that is required by the city
of Meadville.”
There have been discussions
around introducing a financial
education program to teach club
treasurers ASG financial processes.
“People don’t know the process anymore because all the
people that knew it graduated
and didn’t train the new officers,” Biniewski said. “Because
of COVID, not many clubs were
requesting money last year in the
first place.”
Biniewski announced that
the finance committee has decided to re-open budget forms
for 24 hours. Additionally, budget hearings will be happening
on Sunday, Oct. 24 from 12 p.m.
to 4 p.m. in 15 minute time slots.
This is being done because many
clubs do not have budgets.
Director of Communications
and Press Ryder Sullivan, ’22,
outlined her plan to enhance
student engagement with ASG.

“I am going to start doing
some content for the ASG Instagram weekly to pull more people
in and gain interest,” Sullivan
said. “I am also going to start
reaching out to clubs for Instagram takeovers.”
Director of Student Affairs
Elizabeth Graham, ’22, encouraged ASG to continue spreading
the Wi-Fi form in order to begin
solving internet issues on campus.
President of the Class of 2023
Olivia Brophy informed ASG
about the upcoming Meadville
election.
“I strongly encourage you to
register to vote in Meadville,”
Brophy said. “The local election is very consequential for
our lives here at the college. You
spend nine out of the 12 months
of the year here.”
President of the Class of 2024
Kristen Cadham updated ASG
on current work being done in
the first-year class.
“The senators are continuing
to work on their platform goals
and getting over obstacles,” Cadham said. “They saw a high increase in attendance for our class
event.”
Vice President Sophie Adams, ’22, addressed current perceptions about ASG that have
come to light.
“I’ve been hearing people
complaining about ASG and
how inefficient we are,” Adams
said. “If you hear that, can you

please just have them come talk
to us? People are frustrated but
they are also not saying anything
to us so we can’t address problems if we don’t know they exist.”
President of the Class of 2025
Abigail-Estrada Hernandez suggested a feedback Google form
for students to express their concerns.
“That’s kind of what ‘Talk
About It Tuesday’ is for because
that’s the easiest way for students
to come talk to us,” Adams responded. “Every other week
there is a table so students can
come talk to us.”
Attorney General Jack Parker,
’22, explained that Google forms
are surveys and as an organization ASG is not allowed to collect data that is not confirmed by
the institutional review board.
Biniewski recommended students put faith into their own
organizations in order to help
make the school better.
“I think it’s worth noting that
ASG is making a devoted effort
to work with the administration’s
cabinet to promote communication among the students better,”
Parker said. “We are not trying
to necessarily distance ourselves
from the administration because
there shouldn’t be that divide,
but at the same time it needs to
be known to the student body
that a collaboration has presented itself.”
The assembly was adjourned
at 8:06 p.m.

CRIME BLOTTER
Editor’s Note: The weekly Crime Blotter is compiled using the Daily Crime Log available on the Office of
Public Safety’s web page. Crimes reported may still be under investigation.
Crimes listed below are collected the Thursday before publication.

October 7, 2021
Fondling
Edwards Hall
October 9, 2021
Public Drunkenness
Off Campus

nections.”

levels of classes which act as pre-

ard-Gonzalez said. “I just think

ASG addresses club budget issues

The Allegheny Student Government began its general assembly
with cabinet reports addressing
topics such as club budgets.
ASG commenced this week’s
General Assembly at 7:30 p.m.
on Tuesday, Oct. 13, in room
301/302 of the Henderson Campus Center.
Parliamentarian
Rachael
Harris, ’23, reminded ASG about
the luncheon on Monday Oct.
18 from 12:45 p.m. to 2 p.m. in
room 301/302 of the Henderson
Campus Center.
“Seating is limited so we ask
that you RSVP via MyAllegheny,
the link will be sent out as of this
Wednesday,” Harris said. “The
luncheon will begin with a brief
overview of the Title IX policies
and the floor will open up to
questions, concerns and comments. Each meeting will feature
a different representative from
the different offices on campus.
This initiative is student-led.”
Director of Finance Lucas
Biniewski, ’23, updated ASG on
budget spending on clubs and
future events.
“For the budget this week
$10,771.61 is for a Model UN
trip to Harvard,” Biniewski said.
“The surplus fund is $1,300 for
the ‘Why Not Us’ domestic violence awareness month supplies
and fencing needs more supplies. From the speaker fund, it’s

from the Solid Works course
Aquatech,” Rich said. “They

ation of such courses.

tion, are also being taught by vis-

learning courses at Allegheny.

“Students kind of moved

ard-Gonzalez, ’24, believes that

tising, will be taught by Mat-

Game and Cinematic Composi-

Rich said that after the open-

experts to instruct collaborative

ing of the lab in 2019, he became

Art, and how it led to the cre-

es, such as ART 529 B2: Video

up coalescing in the (ALIC).”

lishment of the Allegheny Lab

Creative Technology in Adver-

A number of other cours-

to put together ideas that ended

October 7, 2021
Theft
Murray Hall
October 9, 2021
Theft
Campus Center

October 7, 2021
Criminal Mischief
On Campus

October 8-11, 2021
Theft
On Campus

October 12-13, 2021
Theft
Schultz Hall
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DEA warns of fake prescriptions containing meth, fentanyl
In an interview with News

Anne Milgram, a DEA ad-

In fact, this year alone the

Science/International Editor

Channel 5 Nashville, former

ministrator, spoke to WAVE

DEA has seized approximate-

bradyg@allegheny.edu

DEA agent Calvin Higgins

3 about the ease of accessing

ly 2,700 firearms that were in-

touched on one of the main

these drugs.

By GABRIELLA BRADY

Last month, the Drug Enforcement Agency released a statement regarding the discovery
of fake prescription drugs that
were laced with fentanyl and
methamphetamine, two of

reasons why it is so dangerous

“The drug dealer is not sit-

for these drug operations to be

ting down the street from you,

occurring in the United States.

it is sitting in your home,” Mil-

“Unbeknownst to the people receiving them, they think
they’re just receiving Percocet
or oxycontin, but to boost up

the most widely abused illicit

these pills … drug dealers are

drugs in the United States.

surreptitiously putting in fen-

The last time that DEA is-

tanyl,” Higgins said.

sued an alert like this one was

Production of these coun-

back in 2015, when there was a

terfeit pills is mainly taking

sharp increase on the street of
fentanyl-laced heroin.
According to DEA, the pills
were made to look just like real
opioid medications, including
oxycodone, Percocet, hydrocodone, alprazolam and even amphetamines like Adderall.

place in Mexico, along with the
supply assistance of China.
These fake pills are not only
sold on the street by drug dealers, but also through social
media platforms like Snapchat
and Tiktok that allow for the
younger app users to get in contact with nearby drug dealers.

—ANNE MILGRAM

Spokeswoman,
Drug Enforcement Agency

—ANNE MILGRAM

Spokeswoman
Drug Enforcement Agency

gram said. “It is sitting on the
phone with your child in their

who use it.

bedroom, it is sitting on your

“DEA

couch; anyone can have access.”
In the last two months, DEA
has made 810 arrests and seized
more than 1.8 million fake pills.

“Opioids were responsible

number of fentanyl-laced prescription pills has increased
nearly 430% since 2019.

number of counterfeit pills con-

overdoses in the United States

taining at least two milligrams

in 2020,” Milgram said.

In an interview with NPR,
Milgram spoke about how the
presence of fentanyl in fake
prescription drugs is fueling
the overdose crisis.
“Counterfeit pills that contain these dangerous and extremely addictive drugs are

tion pills laced with fentanyl,

more lethal and more accessi-

NPR.
Additionally, a statement

Fentanyl is the biggest reason for why the number of
overdose deaths in the United

Out of every five prescrip-

dose of the drug, according to

have occured nationwide.

kingpin Miguel Baez Guevara

alert sent out last month.

released a statement that the

busts and drug-related arrests

more than 93,000 fatal drug

that have been seized by DEA is

The Department of Justice

scription pills, many other drug

reveals a dramatic rise in the

a lethal dose,” said DEA in the

bined.

more about these fake pre-

According to KTOO, drug

counterfeit prescription pills

in the 2019 and 2020, com-

While DEA races to learn

for nearly three quarters of the

of fentanyl, which is considered

9.5 million, which is more than

volved in drug trafficking.

testing

laboratory

However, the total number of

two contain a potentially lethal

The drug dealer is not sitting down the street
from you, it is sitting in your home. It is sitting on
the phone with your child in their bedroom, it is
sitting on your couch; anyone can have access.”

Counterfeit pills that contain these dangerous
and extremely addictive drugs are more lethal
and more accessible than ever before.”

ble than ever before,” Milgram
said.

States has increased at such a
rapid pace.

drug network that transported cocaine, methamphetamine
and heroin from Mexico to
Alaska.
Additionally, $4.5 million
worth of methamphetamine
was seized by DEA in a house

Drug poisonings that result

in Ellenwood, a neighborhood

from methamphetamine have

in Atlanta, GA earlier this

also increased.

month.

DEA wants the American
population to know that even
though these prescription pills
are easily accessible, that there
are risks and dangers involved
in searching for these drugs.
Not only is drug trafficking

The Centers for Disease

was arrested after leading a

After a large amount of
methamphetamine was found
in Atlanta, the special agent in
charge of the operation, Rob
Murphy made a statement
about this discovery.
“They’re not going to stop,”
Murphy said. “They’ll keep

such a major problem, but the

sending people and we’re not

made by DEA to the New York

Control and Prevention

re-

violence that results from it is

going to stop either. We’ll keep

Post explained how much of

ported more than 93,000 over-

also becoming more and more

attacking them when they send

the drug is enough to kill those

dose deaths in 2020 alone.

concerning.

them.”

Footprints show evidence of humans 21,000 years ago
By GABRIELLA BRADY

covered back in 2009 by David

Matthew Bennet also made

Science/International Editor

Bustos, the resource program

a statement about this discov-

bradyg@allegheny.edu

manager for White Sands National Park.

Early human habitation in

Since then, he has brought

North America has been

together an international team

disputed by scientists for years.

of scientists to help learn more

However, recent fossilized evi-

about early humans in the

dence displays that there were

Americas.

I think this is probably
the biggest discovery
about the peopling of
America in a hundred
years”
—CIPRIAN ARDERLEAN

Archaeologist,
Autonomous University of
Zacatecas

ery.

to 23,000 years ago.
Not only does this evidence
point to human occupation

“The footprints left at White

of the Americas thousands of

Sands give a picture of what

years ago, but it can also tell

was taking place, teenagers in-

scientists more about how they

teracting with younger children

got here originally.

and adults,” Bennet said. “We

Some believed that hu-

can think of our ancestors as

mans arrived in the Americas

David Bustos, co-author of
an article published in “Science” elaborated on the study.
“One of the neat things is
that you can see mammoth
prints in the layers a meter or
so above the human footprints,
so that just helps to confirm the

humans living in the Americas

Over the years, the group

Thomas Urban mentioned

quite functional, hunting and

by means of a northern route

as far back as 21,000 to 23,000

has found thousands of human

in an interview with NBC that

surviving, but what we see here

from Siberia before or after

In fact, one set of footprints

years ago.

footprints in the park.

the smaller footprints made by

is also activity of play, and of

the height of the last ice age,

found near ancient Lake Otero, a body of water that dried

Matthew Bennett, a pro-

Ciprian Ardelean, an arche-

teenagers and children were

different ages coming together.

but during that time, the vast

fessor of environmental and

ologist at Autonomous Univer-

able to explain that the children

A true insight into these early

sheets of ice that covered that

sity of Zacatecas in Mexico and

were involved in tasks that in-

people.”

region would have made mi-

nemouth University in the UK

co-author of an article in the

volved simple labor.

spoke on this discovery in an

journal Science spoke about the

interview with CNN.

research.

geographic sciences at Bour-

The researchers believe that
one of the responsibilities of the

In 2019, the team discovered

gration along the Pacific Coast

tracks with undisturbed sedi-

and through western Canada

ment above and below them.

impossible.

whole story,” Bustos said.

up more than 10,000 years ago,
showed a giant sloth trying to
avoid a group of people according to National Geographic.
The fossil footprints are a

“It’s the earliest unequivocal

“I think this is probably

children during this time was

What is so unique about this

Although now scientists be-

site and a good data point that

the biggest discovery about

to gather food, water and raw

study is not the presence of hu-

lieve that fossilized footprints

major breakthrough for the

places people in the American

the peopling of America in a

materials for their community.

man footprints themselves, but

found in White Sands National

archeological community, but

South West around the Last

hundred years,” Ardelean said.

In an interview with the New

the seeds that were found near

Park in New Mexico, may point

they are faced with one major

Glacial Maximum,” Bennett

“One path of footprints they

York Times, Sally Reynolds, a

them.

to human arrival as far back as

said.

found showed that someone

paleontologist at Bournemouth

Hundreds of seeds of Ruppia

walked in a straight line for a

University in England, ex-

Cirrhosa, also known as com-

Yet, human footprints were

mile and a half.”

plained how she was able to dif-

mon ditch grass, were radiocar-

not the only ones that these sci-

ferentiate the footprints.

bon dated which revealed the

entists have found.

The LGM was the time
when ice sheets and glaciers
around the world were at their

There was another footprint

maximum extent during the

that showed a mother setting

last ice age.

her baby down on the ground.

The fossil footprints found
in New Mexico were first dis-

Other notable footprints
were made by children.

“The children tend to be

age of the footprints.

30,000 years ago.

According to the New York

more energetic,” Reynolds said.

This evidence showed that

Times, mammoths, dire wolves,

“They’re a lot more playful,

humans were roaming the

camels and other animals have

jumping up and down.”

Americas as far back as 21,000

left footprints as well.

problem.
The erosion in the area that
originally revealed the footprints is likely to also erase
them within the next few
months or years.
“We’re racing to try to document what we can,” Bustos said.
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Allegheny’s murderous professor
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By SYDNEY EMERSON

nary criminal. In prison, he

value anybody but himself

Features Writer

taught himself philology and

because he thought he had

emersons@allegheny.edu

tutored students from his cell.

a higher purpose,” Dawson

As The New York Times de-

said.

In 1858, an English philologist named James Nelson
arrived in Meadville with the
hopes of earning a professorship at Allegheny College.
He was a skilled teacher who
knew Latin, Greek, German,
French and Italian, and was
in the midst of developing
what, in his opinion, would
be a groundbreaking linguistic theory.
He was also, in reality, a se-

scribed him in 1871, Rulloff
was “a student by instinct and
… a scoundrel from choice.”
Indeed, Rulloff was a gifted
academic, with a natural curiosity and a wide range of
intellectual pursuits.
Journalist and author Kate
Winkler Dawson spent the
first season of her podcast,
ering Rulloff ’s exploits and
has recently completed a book
on Rulloff.
“People with psychopa-

12 years incarcerated before

thy have, usually, a singular

his recent escape from jail — a

focus,” Dawson said. “That

man better known as Edward

shows you how motivated he

Rulloff.

was … (becoming a professor) was his dream.”

wife and young daughter

It was this narrow focus

before reportedly dumping

on being a member of the

their bodies in Cayuga Lake,

academic community that

N.Y. Unable to convict him

brought Rulloff to Allegheny

for the murders without a

immediately following his es-

body, the jury instead found

cape from jail, with the plan

him guilty of kidnapping. He

of reinventing himself as Ox-

was sentenced to 10 years in

ford man James Nelson.

prison and was subsequently

—KATE WINKLER DAWSON

Host,
”Tenfold More Wicked”
podcast

“Tenfold More Wicked” cov-

rial murderer who had spent

In 1844, Rulloff killed his

Ruloff would say
anything to anyone.
He didn’t value
anybody but himself
because he thought
he had a higher
purpose.”

Rulloff, as Nelson, ap-

found guilty of murdering his

proached

daughter in 1858, but escaped

Barker and requested to be

from jail after this conviction.

tested in languages, a prac-

Rulloff was not an ordi-

tice that, according to Daw-

President

John

son, was commonplace in the
19th century. After having
passed the test with flying colors — and seemingly fooled
English-born Barker with his
fake accent — Rulloff was
presented with a certificate
denoting his proficiency in
multiple languages.
Most sources — including “Tenfold More Wicked”
— suggest that Rulloff then
proceeded to teach at Allegheny for a brief period in
a temporary position. There
are few other records which
suggest that he may have
taught at Washington and
Jefferson College, or possibly
both schools. In Rulloff ’s own

Host,
”Tenfold More Wicked” podcast

to an end, it was clear that
despite his merits, there was
not a permanent position for
Rulloff at the college. Instead,
he was recommended for a
job at the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill. Faculty pitched in for Rulloff ’s
expenses, and he was just
received an urgent letter.
Albert Jarvis, the son of the
Ithica, N.Y. undersheriff, had
helped Rulloff in his escape.
He had since been rejected by
his father and now demanded repayment from Rulloff.
Rulloff, in turn, robbed a jewelry store for funds to support
Jarvis and was promptly arrested. A lack of self-preservation and forward thought, ac-

Photo source: Wikipedia
Edward Rulloff, also known as James Nelson, is pictured here. Ruloff taught at Allegheny briefly under a
psuedonym. Ruloff killed his wife and young daughters in 1844, prior to teaching at Allegheny.
Mark Twain notably came to

you were going to hang him,

Rulloff ’s defense, writing in a

it was going to be a waste of

letter to the New York Tribune

somebody who could actually

in 1871: “Here is a man who

contribute to society.”

cording to Dawson, is another

has never entered the doors

Despite protests by the

hallmark sign of psychopathy.

of a college or university, &

public, Rulloff was hanged

After Rulloff ’s arrest for

yet, by the sheer might of his

on May 18, 1871. In a maca-

robbery in Meadville, his

innate gifts has made himself

bre coda, his unusually large

teaching career was as good

such a colossus in abstruse

brain was taken from the

as over. He would never grace

learning that the ablest of our

body and preserved in a jar

a classroom again, instead

scholars are but pigmies in his

at Cornell University, where it

moving to New York City

presence.”

remains to this day.

and adopting the lifestyle of a

Twain, a vocal opponent

As for Rulloff ’s connection

crazed academic as he pored

of the death penalty, was part

to Allegheny, Dawson believes

over his manuscript night and

of a larger culture in the late

that the school may have had

day, supporting his dedication

nineteenth century in which

more of an impact on him

Regardless of where he

to philology with criminal ac-

intellect was valued as a rare

than previously thought.

worked, his effect on oth-

tivity. It was a botched rob-

commodity — one perhaps

“Being at (Allegheny) is

ers was clear. Rulloff was a

bery attempt in 1870 in which

more important than punish-

the closest he ever came to

charming colleague and im-

one victim was murdered

ment for capital crimes.

being what he wanted to be,

pressive teacher who never let

and both of Rulloff ’s partners

“In the 1800s, people in

to achieving the goals that he

on to his deadly nature. This

drowned that sealed Rulloff ’s

academia were really high-

had,” Dawson said. “So I think

ability to put up a good front

fate.

ly valued even though they

he regretted for the rest of his

words, he “made (himself)
useful,” leaving the extent of
biguous.

—KATE WINKLER DAWSON

When the semester came

about to leave town when he

his duties at the college am-

Being at (Allegheny) is the closest he ever
came to being what he wanted to be, to
achieving the goals that he had. So I think that
he regretted for the rest of his life that he left
Meadville. That was the gates of heaven for
him.”

AlleghenyCampus.com

is a hallmark ability of psy-

Rulloff ’s trial began in

were kind of rare,” Dawson

life that he left Meadville. That

chopaths: “Rulloff would say

1871 and immediately attract-

said. “(Hanging Ruloff) lit-

was the gates of heaven for

anything to anyone. He didn’t

ed the attention of the public.

erally seemed like a waste. If

him.”

Gators chomping at the bit to work on senior projects
By JORDAN GREYNOLDS

search from online academic

they enjoy they do a good job

Features Editor

journals, charts and graphs.

on it and I love soccer and

greynoldsj@allegheny.edu

As temperatures drop and
the leaves fall to the ground
many students are preparing
for mid-term exams in their
classes. While senior students
are not exempt from this,
there are other assignments
on their mind. The senior
comprehension project is a
requirement for graduation
from Allegheny and although
most students will present
their research at the end of
the academic year, some have
already started chomping at
the bit.
For some students, this research started years ago.
“I did an independent
study my sophomore year,

“My comp will be done
in the lab and will be very
hands-on,” Baum said. “I’ll be
looking at the genes under a
microscope and dissecting the
fruit flies. I’ll be flipping them
so that their organs are on the
outside and putting a green
fluorescent protein in them so

comp topic that corresponds
with their major which means
projects can look vastly different from one department to
another. While some students
are doing hands-on research,
others collect secondary re-

Class of 2022

between species and how they
While some students are
comparing flies, others are
comparing athletes.
“I’m going to be comparing soccer players and the
prices they were bought for
on the transfer market and
see which statistics determine

I’ll be ... dissecting
the fruit flies. ...
That coloration will
show the difference
between species and
how they compare to
each other.”
—JEN BAUM
Class of 2022

and follow it.”
There are still other types
of projects that students can
do that do not involve sports
or insects.

I’m doing a reception analysis of the film, ‘The
Social Dilemma.’ ... on why the documentary
was received so well ... but didn’t cause alarm
in society that this is a real problem. ”
—ALEX KLARE

“For my senior comp I’m

Class of 2022

doing a reception analysis of
the film, ‘The Social Dilemma,’” communications major
Alex Klare, ’22, said. “It’s a
documentary that came out

compare to each other.”

Jen Baum, ’22, said. “I didn’t

Students must choose a

—ALEX RIEL

ation will show the difference

time coming,” biology major

be my senior comp, though.”

I’m going to be
comparing soccer
players and the prices
they were bought
for on the transfer
market and see which
statistics determine
their price the most.”

that they glow and that color-

so it’s kind of been a long

know at the time that it would

have played it my whole life

during the pandemic and it
their price the most,” econom-

was basically an expose on

ics major Alex Riel, ’22, said.

the big tech companies like

“I’m going to be doing goals,

Google, Facebook and other

assists, goals per game and

Silicon Valley companies. It

that stuff but I’ll also compare

was ex-employees giving tes-

ethnicity, race, where they’re

timonies about how the com-

from and age, too.”

panies exploit users and the

Though the research aspect

people who own these com-

of the projects can be tedious,

panies won’t even let their

finding a topic that connects

kids on these apps because of

with a students’ interests can

how they exploit privacy. So

make the process much more

I’m doing a reception analysis

enjoyable.

on why the documentary was

“I’ll probably be in front of

received so well and got good

a computer a lot because I’m

reviews but didn’t cause alarm

going to have to run regres-

in society that this is a real

sions and collect data, but it

problem.”

“The communications de-

Even for those who are

partment does a formal pro-

further into their project, it

posal so we had to present

can still be hard to get ahead.

to a faculty panel and we got

“I feel comfortable where

our readers but we don’t really
start until the second semester,” Klare said. “I’ve just been
contacting my advisor and
finding resources and stuff for
now.”
For those who are not as
far into the comping process
there are still preliminary
questions to be answered.
“I’m

interested

to

see

where this research takes me
because I’m not sure what approach I will take yet,” Klare
said. “I could go the psychology route and why humans

I’m at,” Baum said. “I wouldn’t
say I’m ahead though because we didn’t get off to the
best start with research companies. We’re ordering a lot
of stuff that’s being shipped
from all over the place and
with the slow shipping caused
by COVID right now, we haven’t been able to do much real
research yet.”
No matter where students
are in the process right now,
all will be expected to present their research late in the

could be worse,” Riel said.

With such variety in senior

are wired to not be alarmed

spring semester as the senior

“I’m looking forward to doing

projects, it is no wonder that

by this or I could go a differ-

comp project continues to be

something that I enjoy. Usual-

not all students are on the

ent route and focus more on

a staple of an Allegheny Col-

ly when people do something

same timeline.

privacy.”

lege education.

AlleghenyCampus.com
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Bringing donuts and smiles Letter to the Editors

Allegheny Donuts partners with campus organizations
By MO MANSOUR

By ANTHONY LOBELLO

ber the words of Bertrand Russell,

alobello@allegheny.edu

who, on March 4, 1959, told the in-

Features Editor

terviewer John Freeman on the BBC

mansour01@allegheny.edu

Dear Editors:

program “Face to Face,” “The world

Quite correctly was the arti-

was much more beautiful to look at

than a free donut in the eyes of the

cle, “Pelletier donates thousands

than it is now. Every time that I go

broke, stressed and hungry college

of books to clear space” by Hassan

back to a place that I knew long ago

Javed, the lead story in the Oct. 8,

I think, ‘Oh, how sad it is! This place

2021 issue of The Campus. I cannot

used to be beautiful, and now it is

be the only one who read the last act

hideous.’ And one thing after anoth-

of this tragedy with sorrow.

er, one piece of beauty after another,

There are few things that are better

student, though free donuts as well
as dogs may be one of them.
The Allegheny College community got a chance to experience this
combination on Oct. 4 in Pelletier
Library. Allegheny Donuts collab-

The final step has now been taken

orated with the Counseling & Per-

to dumb down the Pelletier Library,

sonal Development Center to pro-

Faculty and students of Alleghe-

profound impression on me when

ny College, wake up! Are you dead

Samuel Goodwin, ’25, gets a donut from Allegheny Donuts at the
National Coming Out Day event on Oct. 11.

I came to be interviewed for a po-

or alive?

real club,” Stallard said. “Because we

Stallard said that while the overall

sition in the Mathematics Depart-

Anthony LoBello is a professor of

were just having fun and doing us

goal of Allegheny Donuts has stayed

ment of Allegheny College. It was a

mathematics at Allegheny College

and everyone seemed okay without

the same, the expansion allows for

like the official recognition. (But),

the organization to help more out-

wonderful refuge where one could

and the author of six books on math-

navigating the paperwork side of

side the campus community and

browse on three floors of books and

ematics and etymology.

things and permission and whatnot,

spread joy elsewhere. This was a re-

periodicals. I was reminded of the

Members of the Allegheny College

it’s come to the point where like, we

ally important component of the ex-

insight of a famous Argentine au-

community can send letters of the

have to be (an official) club and that’s

pansion to Stallard.

thor, who wrote that Paradise was a

editor of no more than 750 words to

kind of library.

woodfille@allegheny.edu and hla-

in the library for two hours, and it

planned this semester.
“The idea was, I mean pretty simple, it’s just people like dogs, people
like donuts,” Samuel Goodwin, ’25,
said.
Goodwin helped to put together
the event as the new events committee coordinator of Allegheny Donuts.
Unlike in the past, this semester

Photo courtesy of Allegheny Donuts

“I mean the driving motivation

fine.”

has stayed the same, you know,

Allegheny Donuts is more of an official organization. In the past it was
just club founder — and now president — Kyle Stallard, ’22, walking
around, occasionally with assistance,

ly regret.”

which, almost 50 years ago, made a

vide free donuts and therapy dogs

is not the only event that they have

is destroyed, and that I do profound-

The idea was, I mean
pretty simple, it’s just
people like dogs, people
like donuts.”

handing out donuts. While still not

—SAMUEL GOODWIN

Class of 2025

an ASG-recognized club, the organization is working in that direction.

spread kindness and meet people

Now, when I enter the Pelletier

and just get to know people and

Library, I look around and remem-

“That’s the driving force behind all
this. It’s definitely expanded to ‘How
can I help others outside of campus?’
That was my main thing (last year),

on campus but, I mean, the more I

stitution for the club being written,

can help, the better.”

and an increased presence on campus, the push to become a more of-

The club has also begun to expand

ficial part of the college community

its reach, teaming up and collabo-

is a big goal this semester for club

rating with various organizations

members. The core mission of im-

on campus such as the CPDC, the

proving moods and spreading hap-

Inclusion, Diversity, Equity, Access

piness around campus is still the fo-

and Social Justice, All Gender Equi-

cus of the club and what drew in so

ty Society, and Young Born Leaders.

many new members this year.

There are more events in the works

According to Charlotte Allen, ’25,
social media manager of the club,
this semester the club began looking
for events happening on campus that
were donut-friendly, like the therapy
dog event sponsored by CPDC.
“We were like wow, this would
be like a really fun thing because I
mean, who doesn’t love dogs and

“We decided collectively, at the

for the future, both in collaboration

who doesn’t love donuts like it’ll be

beginning of the semester that we

with other organizations and inde-

a great way to like de-stress,” Allen

were perfectly fine without being a

pendently.

said. “And for National Coming
Out Day, we got a suggestion from
someone to come hand out donuts
and we were like, ‘yeah that’s an awesome event to bring donuts to, let’s
go show our support.’”
Even though the club is not yet
recognized by ASG, the members of
the club are more focused on continuing with their goal of spreading joy and kindness on campus as
well as spreading the word. While
the club does not yet have consistent meetings it does plan on setting
them, and asks all those interested in
the club — whether it be for a free
donut or to learn more about the

Photo courtesy of Allegheny Donuts

Students pick out donuts from Allegheny Donuts on Oct. 11 on the
Gator Quad.

your class year (if applicable).

make people happy,” Stallard said.

is like I was really focused on people

With the creation of a board, a con-

dior@allegheny.edu. Please include

club — to keep an eye on the Instagram page, @alleghenydonuts.

Editorial Cartoon

By KAI MARIES
Contributing Cartoonist
mariesk@allegheny.edu
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Equestrian team begins season with second place finish
By JAKE PETTI
Sports Writer
pettij@allegheny.edu

The Allegheny College Equestrian Team placed second in
their first horse show of the year
between Oct. 2-3 at Seton Hill
University. The two-day show
was also the first for the team
in over a year and a half due to

It’s a very good sign for
our first show that we
were able to do so well.
But also we are just
proud of ourselves that
we could get together
with people we don’t
know well and pull that
off our very first time.”

COVID-19 restrictions.
—HAZEL AMMONS

The team was able to capture

Class of 2025

21 points at the event, just sev-

and to get all the girls back out

en points shy of the winner, Se-

and showing was one of the ex-

ton Hill University, who earned

citing things,” Bidwell said.

28 points. Although their effort

The Allegheny Equestrian

did not result in first place, the

team are members of the Hunt

Allegheny riders and their head
coach Halli Bidwell were proud

Seat division within the Intercol- The Allegheny Gators equestrian team poses with their medals during the Intercollegiate Horse Shows Association. The Gators
finished second in their first horse how of the year between Oct. 2-3 at Seton Hill University.
legiate Horse Show Association.

of the way their team competed.

The IHSA has riders divided into

said. “So we have empty spots

them are bouncier than others

makes great riders out of every-

as quickly as they can in order

First-year rider Hazel Am-

classes based on their skill and

where some teams are earning

and that will affect your position

one on the team.”

mons, ’25, remarked on how

to try and secure a place at zone,

experience. Based on their per-

points while we are not.”

and how you ride it,” Hemmel-

In addition to practicing

quickly she was able to build re-

formance, each team can qualify

The IHSA is also unique in

garn said. “They all have differ-

adjusting to new horses, each

lationships with her new team-

for certain events within a show.

that riders at each event are given

ent personalities, too.”

member of the team dedicates

mates and how this could be a

During a show, there are nine

a random horse minutes before

While the quick adjustment is

some of their practice time to in-

good sign for the future of the

events that take place, each with

the competition begins. This is

a tall task for riders, the Alleghe-

dividual things they feel need to

lationships with one another, as

team.

a corresponding class qualifica-

to make sure the competition is

ny team is excited to take on the

improve, such as different riding

they have plenty of new faces

tion.

fair as riders have to quickly ad-

challenge. The riders on the team

techniques and overall strength.

this year. The riders hope these

just their riding style to the horse

prefer the IHSA format because

The team hopes this extra work

they are riding that day.

of the way it promotes a fair play-

will lead to more success to come
as the season progresses.

“It’s a very good sign for our

Photo courtesy of Dorja Kovacevic

first show that we were able to

The Allegheny team only has

do so well,” Ammons said. “But

eight riders, and when matching

also, we are just proud of our-

up against schools with enough

To combat this quick ad-

ing field for all riders. The team

selves that we could get together

riders to complete all show

justment on competition days,

also looks at the format as a good

with people we don’t know that

events, they are put at an im-

Coach Bidwell assigns a horse

tool to develop strong riders.

well and pull that off our very

mediate disadvantage. President

randomly to each rider before

first time.”

of the team Grace Hemmelgarn

practice days.

Bidwell was also excited to see

’22, remarked on how impressive

her riders showing again, as she

her team was in their first event

glaring

has not been able to do so since

barring their disadvantage.

the fall of 2019.

“One rider at each level earns

“Horse Showing can be such
a money driven sport in that the

“We are always working on

strong relationships will create
a culture of camaraderie on the
team for years to come.

a big factor when you ride,” Am-

veloping a good community as a

mon said.

team and so I am really excited to

Looking forward, the team

between

expensive horse will most like-

hopes to continue their mo-

horses that make it challenging

ly win,” Hemmelgarn said. “But

mentum from their first show

for riders.

with this college system, every-

through the rest of their fall sea-

differences

The team wants to build re-

“I think this year we are de-

person that can afford the most

noted

ships.

getting stronger because that is

some

Hemmelgarn

regional or national champion-

spend time with my team,” Hemmelgarn said. “But I am also excited to support each other and

“For them to come back and

points for the team but we don’t

“Every horse just feels differ-

one is given a random horse

son. With four shows remaining,

see how the rest of my team im-

pull everything back together,

have a full team,” Hemmelgarn

ent from one another, some of

and it’s no longer a variable so it

the riders are trying to improve

proves throughout the season.”

Gators on ice: club hockey returns for fall season
By PETE SCHELLBACH

the pandemic. Harley O’Brochta,

some games and give them an-

years before that they won the

Jake McGee, ’22, born and

Contributing Writer

’23, only had one season under

other chance later.

cup, they straight up just won the

raised in Pittsburgh, Pa., is a

schellbach01@allegheny.edu

his belt before this year.

season.”

goalie for the team, but has yet

“It’s not D1 hockey,” O’Broch-

After only having a few practices

“The guys wanted to do some-

ta said. “It’s not some major

so far this season, club hockey is

thing, and because we didn’t do

thing, it’s a club team we are try-

on their way to their first couple

hockey last year the guys are a lit-

ing to have a fun time.”

of games. The team practices on

tle rusty still but we will be ready

Mondays at 9:30 p.m. and Thurs-

for game time,” O’Brochta said.

In the past, the club hockey
team has had some accomplish-

days at 7:45 p.m., for about an

Club hockey can only have 22

ments. O’Brochta discussed one

hour each at the Meadville Area

players per game, but the Gators

his favorite moments on the

Recreation Center.

have 25 people on their roster. At

team as a first-year player.

The club hockey team’s goal
is to build a legacy of winning
hockey at Allegheny. Karl Fuchs,
’25,

mostly played on travel

teams in high school. Fuchs reminisced about when he began
playing hockey and is excited to
continue his career at Allegheny.

to play a game. Since he was unable to play last year, this is his
first year playing in a collegiate
game. Last year, he played on the
lacrosse team which filled up his
time and was able to keep him

The guys wanted to
do something, and
becuase we didn’t do
hockey last year the
guys are a little rusty
still but we will be ready
for game time.”

active. McGee has practiced all

—HARLEY O’BROCHTA

over Pennsylvania, but is most
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excited to play against Robert

competition he is ready to buckle

Morris University.

down and play hard.

After not being able to play

the moment, some athletes can

“Going out there, we look

last year because of COVID-19,

not play because of other sports.

like a ragtag group of guys, my

“I have been playing since I

some of the members say they are

They will not be making cuts

freshman year so two years ago

was eight years old,” Fuchs said.

“I have some buddies from

Some of the hockey fans can

a bit rusty but will soon be right

but during some games they will

in 2019 we made it to the semi-

“My parents got me pads for my

there, (and) I have a lot of expe-

not wait for them to get back on

back to where they were before

need to leave some people out of

finals,” O’Brochta said. “Two

birthday.”

rience on that rink,” McGee said.

the ice after not being able to see

Meanwhile, O’Brochta has
been playing hockey since he was

“Well I saw them freshman

12. He usually plays defense but

year and I had a really good time

right now is playing forward and

seeing them play out there,” Ben

holds the title of “the unofficial

Grant, ’23, said. “I am really ex-

team mascot.”

cited for them to start up again,

“I’ll just mess around and try
to get the team going,” O’Brochta

Photo provided by ihsacinc.com

Brian Beck, ‘22, takes a shot against Brady Mosburger ‘25 during practice on Monday, Oct. 11 at the Meadville Area Recreational Center.

them for over a year.

so I can go out and see them
again.”

said. “I just try to be a little more

Club hockey’s first game will

light hearted than super serious,

be at Wooster on Saturday, Oct.

cause we need that good balance

23, and their first home game

on a hockey team. If we are all

will be on Saturday, Oct 30.

super serious then the tension is

against St. Vincent. The latter can

going to build.”

be watched at the Meadville Area

Although he is “the unofficial
team mascot,” O’Brochta included that when it is time for serious

Recreation center at 4:00 p.m.
Adam Cohen contributed to
this report.

